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Summary: This tutorial article reviews mod-
els and associated unsupervised learning algo-
rithms for tensor decompositions (TD) and Multi-
Way Component Analysis (MWCA). Our aim is
to make the area of tensor decompositions ap-
proachable to a wider signal processing reader-
ship, and to show how they can be made efficient
by incorporating various physically meaningful
criteria, constraints and assumptions. We next
briefly overview emerging models and approaches
for multi-block constrained matrix/tensor decom-
positions in applications to group- and linked-
multiway component analysis, feature extraction,
classification and clustering. The MWCA is a
promising methodology for many “cause-effect”
type signal processing problems due to its abil-
ity to decompose multiway data through the in-
teraction of multiple factors or components. We
illuminate that tensor decompositions are natural
(non-trivial) and versatile generalizations of some
most commonly used signal processing tools such
correlation and component analysis and linear
regressions. Following the basics of tensor multi-
linear algebra and decompositions models, tensor
canonical correlation analysis (CCA) and higher-
order partial least squares (PLS) are introduced
in an intuitive way are supported by illustrative
examples.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tensor decompositions and multiway (compo-
nent) analysis have long history in areas outside
signal processing [1]–[5], where they have been
adopted rapidly over the last decade [6]. This has
lead to new insights into intrinsic data properties,
together with new and efficient algorithms, espe-
cially for ill-posed and large-scale problems [6]–
[16].

Low-order tensors (vectors and matrices) are
the backbone of statistical signal processing, while
their generalizations, high-order tensors (N > 2)

are only emerging in signal processing but been
used for almost four decades in chemometrics,
psychometrics, food industry, and other disci-
plines [6], [17]–[19]. These fields have developed
an infrastructure for tensor-based computations
independently of the numerical linear algebra
community. It is important to notice that tensor
decompositions are not just simple matrix factor-
izations with additional subscripts - they are mul-
tiway arrays with their own structures, geometry
and multilinear properties.

The recent progress in sensor technology has
made possible the acquisition of high density mul-
tidimensional signals. Tensor are naturally suited
for such large-scale measurements whose proper-
ties simultaneously evolve in time, space and fre-
quency. Physically feasible signal representations
may be viewed as low-rank approximation prob-
lems obtained via matrices or multiway arrays
(tensors). In signal processing there is a wealth
of literature on (2-way) component analysis (CA),
including Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Independent Component Analysis (ICA), Sparse
Component Analysis (SCA), Nonnegative Matrix
Factorizations (NMF), and Morphological Compo-
nent Analysis (MoCA). The CA models support
a wide class of unsupervised learning algorithms
and have found applications in areas ranging
from engineering to neuroscience. CA techniques
have been instrumental in progress in blind source
separation (BSS), dimensionality reduction, feature
extraction, clustering, classification, and visualiza-
tion. The multiway (tensor) formulation of CA
methods offers several benefits: (1) a powerful
and quite flexible representation of structurally
complex multidimensional data, (2) opportunity
to establish links or correlation between compo-
nents in different modes, (3) to breach the small
sample size barrier in some modes by imposing
constraints and ensuring essential uniqueness of
the decomposition, (4) a framework to naturally
extend the standard (2-way) CA methods to large-
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scale multidimensional data by exploiting spatial-
temporal and spectral information and dimension-
ality reduction.

Review and tutorial papers [6], [20]–[23] and
books [14], [17]–[19] dealing with tensor decom-
positions exist in mathematics, chemometrics, data
analysis, and bioinformatics, however, they do
not provide explicit links to signal processing
topics, such as component analysis (independent,
sparse, nonnegative), subspace approaches, regres-
sion, and do not exploit natural links with some
emerging areas as compressed sensing.

Our aim is to show that by virtue of their
multiway nature, tensors provide powerful tools
for the analysis and fusion of large-scale, multi-
modal, massive data, together with a mathematical
backbone for the discovery of underlying hidden
complex data structures [6]–[12], [14]–[16] [14],
[24]–[29].

II. WHY TENSOR DECOMPOSITIONS AND

MULTIWAY COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Finding informative and sparse/compact repre-
sentations of real-world multidimensional large-
scale data is a fundamental and challenging prob-
lem, as the dimensionality and sheer volume of
data have grown rapidly in signal/image process-
ing, pattern recognition, genomic, bioinformatics,
social networks, neuroscience, and financial mar-
kets. Processing such data in a standard way
would require several different representation do-
mains and diverse algorithms, while the physi-
cal meaning and cross-modal information could
be seriously degraded. At the same time, such
data typically admit multi-block representations
for which novel methods and integrated analysis
are required in order to fully exploit the underly-
ing geometric, and dynamic structures and decom-
pose the multi-dimensional data into physically
meaningful components.

Suppose we want to recognize a person from
their multiple pictures of the individual, taken
from different angles, under different illumination,
or at different places; in such a case it is natural
to build up a tensor for each person. Also, a color
image can be considered as a 3-way nonnegative
tensor, two of the dimensions (rows and columns)
being spatial, while the third one a color plane
(channel) depending on its color space; a color
video sequence can be considered as a 4-way non-
negative tensor, with the fourth dimension being
time. This leads to learning problems in which the
data entries are sets of tensors instead of the usual
vectors or matrices.
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Figure 1. A 3-way tensor is a 3-way array Y ! RI"J"K with
elements yijk. Note that, if we assume that each element Y(ijk)
is 4-way tensor, then this is a representation of a 7-way tensor.

Tensor decompositions naturally take into ac-
count joint spatial, temporal, and spectral infor-
mation among the data dimensions, and have
the ability to incorporate diverse constrained op-
timization criteria (often having physical mean-
ing), specifically tailored for every particular facet
(mode) of the data tensor. This makes it possible
to design a set of suitable constrained optimization
models, while at the same time providing natural
links between the various extracted factors or la-
tent (hidden) variables.

Clearly, the “flat-world view” provided by 2-
way CA and matrix factorizations (PCA/SVD,
ICA, NMF, SCA) may be insufficient for large
classes of real-world data, and it is natural to use
higher-order tensor decomposition approaches.
This gives us the opportunity to develop more
sophisticated models that capture multiple interac-
tions and couplings, instead of standard simplistic
pairwise interactions. In other words, to discover
hidden components within multiway data, while
retrieving more complete information, the analysis
tools should reflect the multi-dimensional struc-
ture of the data.

III. MULTILINEAR ALGEBRAIC PREREQUISITES

In this article, we interpret a tensor as a multi-
way array denoted by underlined capital boldface
letters, e.g., Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN . For convenience,
we assume that all data are real-valued, although
most models are also valid for complex valued
tensors. The order of a tensor is the number of
its modes, also known as “ways” or “dimen-
sions” (e.g., space, time, frequency, subjects, trials,
classes, groups, and conditions). In contrast, ma-
trices (two-way tensors) are denoted by boldface
capital letters, e.g., Y; vectors (one-way tensors)
are denoted by boldface lowercase letters, e.g., the
columns of the matrix A ! RI"R are denoted by
ar and elements of a matrix (scalars) are denoted
by lowercase letters, e.g., air.
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Figure 2. Slices and fibers for a three-way tensor Y = [yijk] !
RI"J"K (all fibers are treated as column vectors).
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Figure 3. Illustration of the unfolding (matricization, flatten-
ing) operation for a 3-way tensor.

A tensor slice is a two-dimensional section (ma-
trix) of a tensor, obtained by fixing all indices but
for two (see Fig. 2). An mode-n fiber is obtained by
fixing all indices but the index for one dimension.
Note that fibers are always assumed to be oriented
as column vectors [6].

Unfolding (matricization, flattening) of a tensor
Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN in the mode-n is denoted by
Y(n) ! RIn"(I1···In#1 In+1···IN), and arranges all pos-
sible mode-n fibers as the columns of a matrix [6].
A more general matricization can be obtained by
splitting modes of N-way tensor into two disjoint
sets (groups) and merging the first group of in-
dices into a row of indices and the second group
into a column of indices. In other words, each row
and column of a matricized tensor Y(r"c) is the
the vector of a reduced-order subtensor [30]. Of
course, the order in which indices are merged is
important and must consistent.

The basic operations in matrix computation are
matrix-vector and matrix-matrix multiplications.

The multilinear algebra is much richer, and we
can use many different multiplication operators;
for most important we use the following nota-
tions: for the Kronecker $, the Khatri-Rao %
(column-wise Kronecker product of matrices e.g.,
for A = [a1, . . . , aR] and B = [b1, . . . , bR], we
have A%B = [a1 $ b1 · · · aR $ bR]), the Hadamard
(componentwise) !, the outer & and the mode-n
"n (defined below) products.

The mode-n product Y = G "n A of a tensor
G ! R J1"J2"···"JN and a matrix A ! RI"Jn , is
a tensor Y ! R J1"···"Jn#1"I"Jn+1"···"JN , with ele-
ments yj1,j2,...,jn#1,i,jn+1,...,jN

= !
Jn
jn=1(gj1,j2,...,JN

)(ai,jn),
which can be expressed in a matrix form as Y(n) =
AG(n).

The multi-mode multiplication of a tensor by
matrices or vectors can be elegantly and compactly
expressed by a multilinear product (also known as
the multilinear transform) [6], e.g.,

Y = G "1 A(1) "2 A(2) "3 · · ·"N A(N)

= !G; A(1), A(2), . . . , A(N)". (1)

For simplicity, we define In̄ = "k '=nIk,
$k '=nA(k) = A(N) $ · · ·$ A(n+1) $ A(n#1) $ · · ·$
A(1) and %k '=nA(k) = A(N) % · · · % A(n+1) %
A(n#1) % · · ·% A(1).

The outer product A = B & C of two tensors
B ! R J1"···"JN and C ! RK1"···"KM is a tensor A !
R J1"···"JN"K1"···"KM with entries aj1,...,jN ,k1,...,kM

=
bj1,...,jN

ck1,...,kM
. Specifically, the outer product of

two vectors a ! RI , b ! R J builds up a rank-one
matrix Y = a & b = abT ! RI"J and the outer
product of three vectors: a ! RI , b ! R J and c !
RK builds up a 3-way rank-1 tensor: Y = a & b & c !
RI"J"K, with entries defined as yijk = ai bj ck.

A tensor Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN is said to be rank-1 if
it can be expressed exactly by Y = b1 & b2 & · · · & bN
with entries yi1,i2,...,iN

= bi1bi2 · · · biN
, where bn !

RIn .
The superscripts: (·)T, (·)#1,(·)+ are used for

the transpose, matrix inverse, and Moore-Penrose
pseudo-inverse operators. Basic operations: vec(·),
diag{·}, are defined as in MATLAB computing
software. In tensor decompositions and multilin-
ear algebra it is frequently necessary to reshape a
given tensor into a tensor of another dimension
or into a vector or a matrix or vice versa. We
refer to [6], [14] for more detail regarding the basic
notations and tensor operations.

IV. TWO-WAY COMPONENT ANALYSIS

Two-way component analysis (CA) refers to
signal processing techniques that decompose or
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encode signals into relevant components (e.g., or-
thogonal, sparse, statistically independent, non-
negative, smooth). The recent trends in CA
consider problems in the framework of multi-
dimensional data for signal decomposition with
probabilistic generative models, and exploit a pri-
ori knowledge about the true nature, diversities or
morphology of latent (hidden) variables. By diver-
sity, we refer to different characteristics, features
or morphology of source signals or hidden latent
variables [29].

Most of CA models can be represented as
constrained bilinear matrix factorization problems
(also called Penalty Matrix Decompositions), with
suitable constraints imposed on one or both com-
ponent matrices:

Y = ABT + E =
R

!
r=1

ar & br + E, (2)

where Y ! RI"J is a known data matrix (rep-
resenting observations or measurements), E !
RI"J represents errors or noise, the matrix A =
[a1, a2, . . . , aR] ! RI"R is the unknown (usually
full column rank) mixing matrix with R basis
vectors ar ! RI , and B = [b1, b2, . . . , bR] ! R J"R

represents unknown components, latent variables
or sources (br ! R J) (see Fig. 4). Obviously,
without additional constraints on A and/or B,
the (factor analysis) in model (2) has infinitely
many solutions. The primary objective in CA is to
estimate essentially unique (neglecting unavoid-
able scaling and permutation ambiguities) factor
(component) matrices A and B, subject to vari-
ous specific constraints imposed on the vectors br

and/or ar, such as mutual statistical independence
(ICA), sparseness (SCA), nonnegativity (NMF) or
orthogonality (PCA/SVD). In other words, the
factor matrices usually have clear statistical prop-
erties and meanings. For example, columns of the
matrix B that represent sources or components
should be: statistically mutually independent as
possible for ICA; as sparse as possible for SCA;
or take only nonnegative values for (NMF) [14],
[28], [29].

Remark: Note that the factorization has an in-
herent symmetry: for Eq (2) we could write YT (
BAT , thus interchanging the roles of sources and
mixing process.

In some applications the data matrix Y is factor-
ized into three or more factors [14]; in the special
case of a singular value decomposition (SVD) or
equivalently PCA of the data matrix Y ! RI"J , we

Y E+= + +

T
Rb

Ra

( )I! J( )I! J

1a

T
1b

Figure 4. Bilinear CA/BSS model. The data matrix Y ! RI"J

is approximately represented by a sum or linear combination
of rank-1 matrices Y(r) = ar & br = arbT

r ! RI"J . The objective
is to estimate all the vectors ar and br and the optimal index
(rank) R. In general, such decomposition is not unique and
we need to impose relevant constraints (e.g., nonnegativity,
orthogonality, independence or sparseness) to achieve essen-
tial uniqueness (neglecting unavoidable arbitrary scaling and
permutation of components).

have the following factorization1:

Y = U!VT = ! "1 U "2 V =
R

!
r=1

!rurbT
r ,

where U and V are orthogonal (unitary) matrices
and ! is a diagonal matrix containing only non-
negative singular values. The SVD/PCA and its
generalizations play key roles in signal processing
and data analysis [8].

Another virtue of component analysis comes
from the fact that multiple-subject, multiple-task
datasets can be represented by a set of data ma-
trices Yk, allowing us to perform simultaneous
constrained matrix factorizations:

Yk ( AkBT
k , (k = 1, 2, . . . , K), (3)

subject to various additional constraints. This
problem can be related to models of group ICA,
through suitable pre-processing, dimensionality
reduction and post-processing procedures [31],
[32].

The field of CA has matured in the sense
that many efficient and robust algorithms are
available for large-scale problems (especially, for
sparse/functional PCA/SVD, NMF and SCA) [33].
The rapidly emerging field of tensor decompo-
sitions needs to develop a similar infrastructure
that can be strongly supported by 2-way CA al-
gorithms and paradigms. We show how the linear
or bilinear constrained matrix factorizations and
standard component analysis (CA) models can be
naturally extended or generalized to multilinear
models using constrained tensor decompositions,
such as the CPD and Tucker models as graphically
illustrated on Fig. 5.

1Similarly, Y = ABT = I "1 A "2 B.
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V. THE CANONICAL POLYADIC DECOMPOSITION

(CPD)

The CPD was introduced by Hitchcock in 1927
[1] and was redeveloped in 1970 by two inde-
pendent research groups in phonetics and psy-
chometry and called the Parallel Factor decompo-
sition (PARAFAC) and Canonical Decomposition
(CANDECOMP), respectively [3], [4]). The fully
symmetric variant of CPD (with the same com-

ponents in all modes b
(n)
r = br, )n ) was studied

already in the nineteenth century in the context of
invariant theory [34].

The CPD approximates an N-way tensor Y !
RI1"I2"···"IN by a linear combination of rank-1
terms:

Y *=
R

!
r=1

b
(1)
r & b

(2)
r & · · · & b

(N)
r

= !I; B(1), B(2), · · · , B(N)",

(4)

where B(n) = [b(n)
1 , b

(n)
2 , . . . , b

(n)
R ] ! RIn"R and

I ! RR"R"···"R is a superdiagonal identity core
tensor with all zero entries except the unity su-
perdiagonal entries.

It is convenient to assume that the vectors b
(n)
r

(for n = 1, 2, . . . , N) are normalized to unit length,
so CPD can be written in a normalized form
(called often Kruskal’s CP representation)

Y *=
R

!
r=1

"r b
(1)
r & b

(2)
r & · · · & b

(N)
r

= !"; B(1), B(2), · · · , B(N)",

(5)

which can be also expressed via Khatri-Rao prod-
ucts in a matrix and vector form:

Y(n)
*= B(n)

"(%k '=nB(k)) (6)

vec(Y) *= [B(N) % B(N#1) % · · ·% B(1)] !,

where " ! RR"R"···"R is a superdiagonal tensor
with all entries zero except the entries "n located
on the superdiagonal, ! = ["1, "2, . . . , "N ]T and
" = diag{!} (see Fig. 5 (top)).

A. Uniqueness of CPD

Although the CPD model decomposes a given
tensor into a sum of multi-linear terms (rank-1
tensors), in a way analogous to the bilinear matrix
decomposition and in contrast to unconstrained
bilinear models, it provides a unique decomposi-
tion under quite mild conditions.

The best known results on uniqueness of CPD
are due to Kruskal (for 3-way tensors) and
Sidropoullos and Bro (for N-way tensors) [35].
Kruskal’s sufficient condition has been relaxed

The CPD model

!

C

=

A

+ +

Y G=!

TB

( )K R"

rc

ra rb

Rb

Rc

Ra1a

1b

1c

R"
1"

( )I! J ! K ( )I R" ( )R! R! R ( )R! J

The Tucker-3 model

C

=Y A G E+
TB

( )I! J ! K 1( )I R" 1 2 3( )R !R !R ( )I! J ! K

3( )K R"

2( )R J"

Figure 5. Illustration of a 3-way tensor decomposition using:
(top) the CPD model: Y *= " "1 A "2 B "3 C = !R

r=1 "r(ar &
br & cr) and a superdiagonal core tensor G = " ! RR"R"R and
(bottom) a constrained Tucker-3 model: Y = G "1 A "2 B "3

C + E = !
Q,R,P
q,r,p gqrp(aq & br & cp) + E. The objective is to esti-

mate factor (component) matrices: A = [a1, a2, . . . , aQ] ! RI"Q,
B = [b1, b2, . . . , bR] ! R J"R, C = [c1, c2, . . . , cP] ! RK"P, with
some desired statistical properties or diversities and a sparse
core tensor G ! RQ"R"P, which represents links among the
components. More generally, we want to model complex in-
teractions embedded in multidimensional data and/or predict
missing elements.

by an order of magnitude by De Lathauwer if
at least one factor matrix has linearly indepen-
dent columns, a common case in practice. Unlike
Kruskal’s and Sidropoullos-Bro derivations, this
derivation is constructive, i.e., it shows how the
CPD factors can be obtained by means of simple
linear algebraic operations (see [36] and references
therein).

B. Efficient CPD Algorithms

ALS algorithms and their extensions: Among
many algorithms for the CPD [6], [12], most are
based on ALS (Alternating Least Squares) and
HALS (Hierarchical ALS) [14], [37], [38]; these
are considered ‘workhorses” for tensor decom-
positions. The basic principle behind ALS algo-
rithms is to minimize the cost function ||Y #
!I; B(1), B(2), · · · , B(N)"||F in such a way that each
factor matrix B(n) is optimized individually, while
keeping the other factor matrices fixed, that is,
in an alternating fashion. Within standard ALS
methods, the factor matrices B(n) are updated
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sequentially as

B(n) + Y(n)

!
%k '=nB(k)

" !
!k '=n(B

(k) TB(k))
"+

, (7)

for n = 1, 2, . . . N, requiring us to perform pseudo-
inverse and unfolding the tensor in each mode and
in each iteration.

The standard ALS is quite sensitive to outliers
(i.e., entries that differ significantly form the ma-
jority of other entries) and it is also not suitable
for tensors with missing values. Very recently
robust ALS algorithm has been developed for
incomplete data [39]. Many techniques have been
proposed (like exact line-search and rotation tech-
niques) to improve the convergence performance
of standard ALS algorithms [12], these proven to
be useful but are still often slow and have un-
certain convergence (susceptible to getting stuck
in local optima). Cleverly designed initialization
and additional penalty terms can help a little,
while the current trends (in general, for tensor
decompositions problems) are to apply nonlin-
ear least squares methods, such as Gauss-Newton
and Levenberg-Marquardt algorithms, which of-
fer not only faster computation of gradients but
also sparse representation and a special structure
of the Hessian approximation (see state-of-the-art
algorithms [40]–[44].

Single Mode CA/BSS for unique CPD: Owing
to the essential uniqueness of the CPD, we often
do not need to impose any additional constraints,
however, to achieve interpretable and meaningful
components, we may impose some constraints
and exploit a priori knowledge about diversities
of components [45]–[47]. Furthermore, the CPD
algorithm can be dramatically simplified and per-
formance od decomposition improved if we have
some a priori knowledge about the components in
at least one mode (e.g., we know that components
in a specific mode are statistically independent
or they are non-negative and/or sparse) [47]. In
such a case, we may perform unfolding in this
mode and, after a suitable model reduction, apply
any efficient component analysis (ICA, NMF, SCA,
PCA/SVD) to estimate a factor matrix in this
mode. Then, by virtue of the special Khatri-Rao
structure of CP model (see Eq. (6)), the remaining
factor matrices are computed directly via a series
of rank-1 singular value decompositions of re-
shaped already estimated factor matrices [9], [47].
This simple approach usually provides physically
interpretable components and overcomes the bot-
tleneck problems for some collinear components
(even when the collinearity is very high). The
complexity of the algorithm is low, as we need

to compute only a single pair of singular vectors
for each iteration.

Reshaping tensor from N-way to 3-way: When
there is no prior knowledge available about com-
ponents, we can run a preceding CPD on a much
smaller 3-way tensor that is formed by reshaping
the original high-order data tensor (with N >> 3)
incorporating dimensionality reduction. In the first
step, we estimate only two factor matrices and
turning next to the remaining factors. For this
purpose, consider the mode-1 representation of the
CPD, given by

Y(1) = B(1)[G % B(2)]T , (8)

where G = [B(N)%B(N#1)% · · ·%B(3)]T ! R
I1̄,2̄"R

with I1̄,2̄ = #n '=,1,2 In. In other words, Y(1) can be
viewed as the mode-1 representation of a 3-way
CP tensor Y3. In the second step, we apply any
efficient CPD algorithm to the 3-way tensor Y3 to
estimate the factor matrices B(1), B(2), and G. Note
that we can significantly reduce the size of G to
improve the efficiency. In order to estimate the re-
maining factor matrices B(n) (with n > 2), we can
exploit Khatri-Rao product and apply simple rank-
1 SVD for suitably reshaped matrices obtained
from columns of the matrix G. In this way, the
ALS iterations with respect to all N-modes can be
avoided.

Sparse CPD Using the Generalized Power
Method: In very large-scale problems, we often

desire components b
(n)
r that are sparse in one

specific mode or in all modes. Assuming that these
are to be extracted sequentially one by one, we
can employ the constrained optimization [14], [48],
[49]:

min
b(n)

1

#$$$Y # "1(b
(1)
1 & b

(2)
1 & · · · & b

(N)
1 )

$$$
2

F

%
,

s.t. ||b(n)
1 ||2 , 1, ||b(n)

1 ||1 , 1, ||b(n)
1 ||1 , c1

This optimization leads to the following simple
update rules, which the represents generalized
Power Method

b
(n)
1 =

S1(b
(n)
1 , #n)

||S1(b
(n)
1 , #n)||2

, (9)

where S1(b, #) = sign(b)[|b| # #]+ and b
(n)
1 =

Y "̄1 b
(1)
1 · · · "̄n#1 b

(n#1)
1 "̄n+1 b

(n+1)
1 · · · "̄N b

(N)
1

and #n - 0 controls sparsity level. In order to
extract the next set of components, we can apply
deflation approach for r = 1, 2, . . . , R, in the form

"r = |Y(j) "̄1 b
(1)
r "̄2 b

(2)
r "3 · · · "̄N b

(N)
r |,

Y(j+1) = Y(j) # "r (b
(1)
r & b

(2)
r & · · · & b

(N)
r ),
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Functions (CAF), e.g.,
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BCD) of (P + 1)-D Y of size (I " · · ·" I " S) to get H

Y ( I"1 H · · ·"P H "P+1 G .

Figure 6. Tensor-based approach for blind identification.
The task is to estimate H from the only knowledge of the
observations X. A high dimensional tensor Y is generated
from the observations X using means of higher-order statistics
(cumulants) or partial derivatives of the ChAracteristic Func-
tions (CAF) of the observations. Decomposition of Y by CPD,
INDSCAL, CONFAC or BCD can yield H.

starting with Y(1) = Y.
Applications of CPD The success of CPD started
in Chemometrics [18], [19], data analysis [17] fol-
lowed by recent important applications in signal
processing and especially in wireless communica-
tions, where it provides powerful means for the
exploitation of different types of diversity [9], [50]–
[53]. It also describes the basic structure of higher
order cumulants (or sets of covariance matrices)
of multivariate data, upon which all algebraic
methods for independent component analysis are
based [54], [55]. The CPD has also proven to be
useful for the analysis of biomedical signals [56],
[57], text mining [58], social networks [59] and web
hyperlinks [60].

Example 1: Blind identification of underde-
termined linear system based on CPD of a 5-
way differentiation tensor:( In blind identification
form a noisy linear mixtures the task is to estimate
a mixing matrix H from only the knowledge of
the observations X = HS + N under some mild

assumptions (i.e., he sources are statistically inde-
pendent and their number is known, and matrix
H is a full column rank), in (see [61]–[63]) and
references therein. A promising approach is based
on the decomposition of a high dimensional struc-
tured tensor Y generated from the observations X
by means of higher-order statistics (cumulants) or
by partial derivatives of the ChAracteristic Func-
tions (CAF) of the observations [62]. A (P + 1)-
order differentiation tensor Y generated by CAF as
illustrated in Fig. 6. By increasing the tensor order
(by increasing differentiation order of CAF) should
allow to identify mixtures involving larger number
of sources without the increasing the number of
sensors [62]. On the basis of the CAF, we con-
structed a 5-way tensor: Y ( I "1 H "2 H "3
H "4 H "5 G. Any efficient CPD algorithm can
factorize Y, for example, for containing a linear
system consisting of only of I= 14 observations
and R = 20 sources synthesized 2-QAM signals of
length 220 and SNR = 30 dB, the fast Levenberg-
Marquardt (fLM) algorithm [42] can factorize even
a 5-way tensor Y. of the size 14" 14" 14" 14" 20,
over S = 20 differentiation points in less than
12 seconds, and yields an approximation of H
with a relatively low normalized mean squared
estimation error (NMSE) of order 0.0036 averaged
over 100 Monte-Carlo runs.

An alternative fast and efficient approach is a
new efficient method which reshapes the 5-way
tensor into 3-way tensor and then decomposes the
3-way tensor (Y of size 196 " 196 " 20 (reshaped
from Y along modes-(1,2) and modes-(3,4)) (see
[42]). The method constructs a 5-way rank-J struc-
tured CP tensor (Y J from the data tensor (Y (J - R),
then approximates it by a 5-way rank-R tensor. H
is deduced from factors of the last tensor. This fast
method returned H in less than 7 seconds with the
NMSE of order 0.001.

VI. TUCKER MODELS

The CPD model is relatively simple and elegant
as it provides parsimonious unique representation
by rank-1 terms (Fig. 5 (top)), however, its approx-
imation ability is quite limited by a relatively low
number of terms R and the fact that the number
of components in each mode must be the same.
These issues are alleviated by the Tucker-N model
which a multilinear product of a core tensor with
N factor matrices [2] (see Fig. 5 (bottom)):

Ŷ =
R1

!
r1=1

· · ·
RN

!
rN=1

gr1r2···rN

!
b
(1)
r1

& b
(2)
r2

& · · · & b
(N)
rN

"
+ E

= !G; B(1), B(2), . . . , B(N)"+ E. (10)
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In a matrix and vector form it can be expressed
via the Kronecker products:

Y(n)
*= B(n)G(n)($k '=nB(k)) (11)

vec(Y) *= [B(N) $ B(N#1) · · ·$ B(1)]vec(G),

where Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN is a given data tensor,
G ! RR1"R2"···"RN is the core tensor, B(n) =
[b(n)

1 , b
(n)
2 , . . . , b

(n)
Rn

] ! RIn"Rn are the mode-n factor

matrices for n = 1, 2, · · · , N and E ! RI1"I2"..."IN

represents errors.
The multilinear rank-(R1, R2, . . . , RN) of the ten-

sor is defined as the set of smallest indices Rn for
which (10) is exact.

Both the CPD and the Tucker decompositions
attempt to obtain close to optimal low-rank ap-
proximations to the original data (i.e., outer rank
R or multilinear rank-{R1, R2, . . . , RN}, respec-
tively). However, quite different from the matrix
case, the optimal low-rank approximation may not
exist at all or, if it exists, it may not be unique for
high-order tensors. Unfortunately, determining the
outer product rank of a higher-order tensor is NP-
hard and is often an ill-posed problem [12], [64].

The Tucker models are outlined as follows:

• Typically, Rn << In for all n; in such a case the
core tensor G together with factor matrices
B(n) can be considered as a compressed ver-
sion of the original data tensor Y. However,
in some applications, like multidimensional
compressed sensing, the core tensor can be
equal or larger than the data tensor [65], [66]
(see next sections).

• Unlike in the CPD model, the number of
components in each mode can be different
(usually, with different diversities). Moreover,
the components in different modes (or do-
mains) are linked via a core tensor, and hence
they for modeling of more complex hidden
data structures.

• Unconstrained Tucker decompositions are in
general non-unique (i.e., they have arbitrary
rotational ambiguities for factor matrices).
Due to many degrees of freedom, the results
of such decompositions are difficult to inter-
pret because the components do not have a
clear physical meaning. However, if we im-
pose suitable constraints on component matri-
ces in each mode, the Tucker decomposition
will be essentially unique and will provide
physically interpretable and meaningful re-
sults [67].

• The Kronecker structure within Tucker de-
composition is less restrictive (has more de-
grees of freedom) than the Khatri-Rao struc-

ture in the CPD, allowing us to impose ad-
ditional constraints on factor matrices or core
tensor while keeping the underlying structure
and good fit to the data.

• The Tucker model is quite versatile - by im-
posing nonnegativity constraints it becomes a
generalization of NMF called the Nonnegative
Tucker Decomposition (NTD). Several imple-
mentations of the NTD algorithms with non-
negativity constraints, together with a number
of other constraints have been developed [14],
[19], [68], [69]. Similarly, the Tucker-N model
with orthogonal factors B(n) = Un is known
as the multilinear SVD (or HOSVD) [7], [8].

• To convert Tucker decomposition problems
into a set of matrix factorization problems,
observe that The Tucker-N model in (10) can
be represented by N Tucker-1 models: Y (
G(n̄) "n B(n) or in matrix form as Y(n) (

B(n)G
(n̄)
(n), where G(n̄) = G "1 B(1) · · · "n#1

B(n#1) "n+1 B(n+1) · · · "N B(N) is a tensor,
(n = 1, 2, . . . , N). Constraints imposed on the
component matrices will ensure their essen-
tial uniqueness and desired interpretability of
the extracted components. By using Tucker-1
models we do not need to impose any special
structure on the base matrices obtained by
unfolding core tensors G(n), except that they
must be full rank.

• Tucker models are very useful for dimension-
ality reduction (low-rank approximation) of
large tensor datasets; the actual data analysis
can then be carried out in a space of lower di-
mensions. This is also important in estimation
of signal subspaces from tensor data. Appli-
cations include multidimensional compressed
sensing [66], multilinear ICA, multiway BSS
[33], [67], harmonic retrieval [11], [70], image
denoising [14] and classification [15], [23].

Recent extension of the Tucker-N model include
Block Term Decomposition (BTD) [71], Higher Or-
der PLS (HOPLS) [72], [73] - a special form of the
BTD for a block of tensors; Tensor Trains (TT) [74]–
[76]; Hierarchical Tucker (hTucker) [77]; Probabilis-
tic or Infinite Tucker (infTucker) model (in infinite
feature space) [78]; and sparse representation of
Tucker model exploiting Kronecker structure [66].

A. Curse of Dimensionality

The curse of dimensionality refers to the phe-
nomenon whereby an increase in the dimension
N of a tensor causes the total number of entries to
increase exponentially. This is particulary promi-
nent when processing tensors with large size in
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each mode, for instance, a 5-way tensor with size
104 in each mode has 1020 elements.

Approaches to cope with this problem operate
by: (1) exploiting specific structures in tensors, (2)
using data-sparse approximations, (3) reshaping
a tensor to lower dimensions with simultaneous
model reduction (typically, to 3-way tensors), (4)
performing tensor concatenations or contractions,
and performing fast sampling of fibers to build
unconstrained low rank approximation of a data
tensor [30], [79]. Furthermore, multi-block data-
sparse representations through tensor decomposi-
tions promise improvement in areas such as com-
pressed sensing for high dimensional data [66].

Remark: In general, it is impossible to store
a high-order tensor directly, because the number
of entries grows exponentially with N (curse of
dimensionality), therefore, various data formats
have been developed to address this issue. These
formats usually provide an approximate repre-
sentation and manipulation of a tensor under
dramatically reduced storage and computational
requirements.

For example, consider a simple approximation
of Y by a rank-1 tensor: y = vec(Y) *= bN $
bN#1 $ · · ·$ b1 where vec stacks the entries of a
tensor into a long column vector, in reverse lexi-
cographical order. Then, instead of the I1 I2 · · · IN
entries of Y, only the I1 + I2 + · · · + IN entries
of b1, b2, . . . , bN need to be stored. It practice,
such compression is usually performed via the
Tucker decomposition using multilinear SVD or
Fiber Sampling Tucker decomposition (FSTD) al-
gorithms [80]–[82].

B. Multilinear SVD

Similarly to the role of SVD in matrix linear
algebra a generalization of SVD to higher-order
tensors called the MSVD (also HOSVD or multilin-
ear PCA) developed by De Lathauwer et al. [7], [8],
[71] plays a pivotal role in the analysis of tensor
structures. Notice that MSVD can be considered as
a special form of the Tucker decomposition which
decomposes an N-way tensor Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN as

Y = S "1 U1 "2 U2 "3 · · ·"N UN , (12)

where Un ! RIn"In (n = 1, 2, . . . , N) are orthogo-
nal matrices and the core tensor S ! RI1"I2"···"IN

is an all-orthogonal and ordered tensor [8], [7],
A modified version of HOSVD which uses right

singular vectors Vn instead of left singular vectors
Un is also very useful [65], [83]:

Y = Ŝ "1 V1 "2 V2 "3 · · ·"N VN , (13)

where the (all-orthogonal) core tensor Ŝ !
RI1̄"I2̄"···"IN̄ , with In̄ = #k '=n Ik, is much larger
in size that the data tensor, but has block sparsity
structure.

An approximation with prescribed accuracy
can be obtained through a truncated HOSVD by
choosing singular vectors Ũn ! RIn"Rn and/or
Ṽn ! RIn̄"Rn component matrices, corresponding
to the singular values below a chosen threshold.
Note that, in general, Ŷ = !S̃; Ũ1, Ũ2, . . . , ŨN",
with S̃ ! RR1"R2"···"RN is not the optimal ten-
sor approximation of Y but is often a reasonable
approximation and/or a good initialization for
algorithms such as the higher-order power method
(HOPM) and higher-order orthogonal iteration
(HOOI) [8], [81].

It is natural to ask whether the best rank-
{R1, R2, . . . , RN} tensor approximation can be ob-
tained by a truncation of HOSVD, by analogy to
matrix SVD. This is only the case in the absence
of noise, for noisy data this is not true, although
the largest (leading) mode-n singular values and
the corresponding singular vectors yield a tensor
Ŷ that is “quite good” but not the best possible
approximation under the given rank constraints.

Remark: The MSVD is computed by N standard
matrix SVD’s: Y(n) = Un!nVT

n , (n = 1, 2, . . . , N)
and its high computational cost can be reduced
by using fast and efficient SVD algorithms (e.g.,
which do not explicitly compute large-dimension
right singular vectors).

C. HOSVD for Ultra Large-Scale Problems

In many practical applications the dimension of
unfolding matrices Y(n) ! RIn"In̄ are prohibitively
large (with In̄ >> In), so much so that it would
not be possible to load them in to memory of
a standard computer. By performing partitioning
of the data matrix Y(n) into Q slices as Y(n) =
[Y1,n, Y2,n, . . . YQ,n], where the size of the q-th slice
Yq,n ! RIn"(In̄/Q) can be optimized depending on
the available computer memory [84], the scaled
cross-product (covariance) matrix can be then be-
comes

Y(n)Y
T
(n) =

1

Q

Q

!
q=1

Yq,nYT
q,n = Un!

2
nUT

n ! R
In"In . (14)

Since Yq,n = Un!nVT
q,n, where Vq,n ! R(In/Q)"Rn

are orthogonal matrices, instead of computing the
whole matrix Vn = YT

(n)Un!
#1
n ! RIn"Rn , we

can perform calculations on the slices of the par-
titioned data matrix Y(n) as VT

q,n = !
#1
n UT

n Yq,n

for q = 1, 2, . . . , Q. These concatenated slices
[VT

1,n, VT
2,n, . . . , VT

Q,n]
T form the matrix of the right
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Figure 7. Application of HOSVD in image denoising, with
noise level of ! = 50 (PSNR=15dB). A maximum of 50
similar patches of size 8 " 8 were stacked to form a 4-way
tensor, HOSVD was applied to filter out noise resulting in
PSNR=29dB.

singular vectors VT
n . Such an approach does not

require loading the entire unfolding matrices at
once into computer memory, but instead uses a
sequential access to the dataset. In practice, the
dimension In should typically be less than 10,000
while the dimension In̄=#k '=nIk can be theoretically
arbitrary large. Similar approaches can be applied
to Multilinear ICA or to NTD [33], [67].

Example 2: Video Image Denoising. We il-
lustrate the power of HOSVD on a video/image
denoising example show its excellent perfor-
mance to the original clean image from the Ko-
dak gallery (http://r0k.us/graphics/kodak/) was
added Gaussian noise drawn from N (0, !) to each
RGB channel, with ! = 50 (PSNR=15dB). A max-
imum of 50 similar patches of size 8 " 8 were
located and stacked to form 4-way tensors. These
tensors were decomposed by HOSVD and the
patches were projected back to perform denoising
(We used the MATLAB code at http://www.cise.
ufl.edu/*avr/Code PAMI2012.tar.gz). This proce-
dure is illustrated in Figure 7, resulting in an PSNR
of 29dB. More details about this method and its
applications can be found in [85].

Example 3 Action classification on Grassman
product manifolds. The potential of modified
HOSVD (13) and geodesic distance method is
illustrated for action classification. The data were
from the KTH human action database that has six
types of actions: walking (W), running (R), jogging

Figure 8. Exemplary 3D visualization of video tensors for
classification of various body movements.

(J), boxing (B), hand-waving (H-W), and hand-
clapping (H-C) [65], [83]. Fig. 8 shows two video
sequences represented in a tensor form and aver-
aged slice on each tensor mode. Each human ac-
tion was performed by 15 persons in four different
scenarios: outdoors, outdoors with scale variation,
outdoors with different clothes, and indoors. The
video frames were first scaled to 40"30 pixels,
and we used the first of 50 frames from each
video sequence. The data set was divided into two
disjoint subsets: training set (8 persons) and test
set (9 persons). The performance metric (similarity
measure was geodesic distance between data new
sample and each of video sequences in the training
set, while k-nearest neighbor algorithm (k-NN)
was applied for classification. Table I shows the
overall classification rate of 96.5% demonstrates
the effectiveness of the modified HOSVD and
Geodesic distance measurement for video classi-
fication.

The geodesic distance on a product manifold
has been formulated as Y) = .sin %.2, where the
set of canonical angels % = (%1, %2, . . . , %N) were
computed separately on each Grassmann mani-
fold [83], whose elements measured orthogonality

between right singular matrices V
(n)
X and V

(n)
Y .

Hence, an N order tensor in RI1"I2"···"IN would
span N row spaces and the dimension of product
subspaces on a product manifold is the sum of
each order of a tensor, i.e., !N

i=1 Ii.

D. Fiber Sampling Tucker Decomposition (FSTD) for
Dimensionality Reduction and Compression of Large-
Scale Tensor Data

For very large-scale problems the CUR matrix
decomposition can be employed for dimensional-
ity reduction [82], [86], [87]. The idea behind CUR
decomposition is to provide data representation
through a linear combination of a few “mean-
ingful” components, which are exact replicas of
columns and rows of the original data matrix [86],
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TABLE I
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR HUMAN ACTION CLASSIFICATION

WITH CLASSIFICATION ACCURACY OF 96.5%.

W R J B H-C H-W Acc.

W 36 0 0 0 0 0 100%

R 1 34 1 0 0 0 94%

J 0 2 34 0 0 0 94%

B 0 0 0 36 0 0 100%

H-C 0 0 0 0 35 1 97%

H-W 0 0 0 0 2 34 94%

[87]. The CUR model decomposes a given data
matrix Y ! RI"J as follows :

Y = CUR + E, (15)

where C ! RI"C is a matrix constructed from
C suitably selected columns of data matrix Y,
R ! RR"J consists of R rows of Y, and the
matrix U ! RC"R is chosen to minimize the
norm of the error E ! RI"J . Since typically,
C << T and R << I, the objective is to select
rows and columns of Y such that the error cost
function ||E||2F is minimized; these columns and
rows are chosen so as to exhibit high “statistical
leverage” and provide the best low-rank fit to the
data matrix. For a given set of columns (C) and
rows (R), the optimal choice for the core matrix
is U = C+Y(R+)T . This is not practical since it
requires access to all the entries of Y, which is not
feasible for large-scale data. A pragmatic choice
for the core matrix would be U = W†, where the
matrix W ! RR"C is defined by the intersections
of the selected rows and columns which have been
proven to give an approximation close to optimal
SVD solution when the intersection sub-matrix W
is of maximum volume [88]. On the other hand,
by choosing the set of rows and columns with the
“statistical leverage” criterion, the obtained CUR
approximation is close to the optimal one (SVD)
with high probability [86], [87].

The concept of CUR decomposition has been
successfully generalized to tensors in [82], and is
termed the Fiber Sampling Tucker Decomposition
(FSTD); this is a low-rank Tucker decomposition
that is directly expressed in terms of a relatively
small number of fibers (vector columns) of the
data tensor. By virtue of its construction from
raw data elements, FSTD preserves the original
characteristics and features of tensor data and can
be used for efficient compressed representations of
the original data tensor.

For a given tensor Y ! RI1"I2"···"IN for which
an exact rank-(R1, R2, ..., RN) Tucker representa-
tion exists, FSTD selects Pn indices in each mode
(Pn - Rn) which determine an intersection sub-
tensor W ! RP1"P2"···"PN so that the following
exact Tucker representation is obtained:

Y = !U; C(1), C(2), ..., C(N)", (16)

in which the core tensor is computed as U =
!W; W†

(1), W†
(2), W†

(3)", and the matrices C(n) !

RIn"In̄ contain the mode-n fibers defined by fixing
the indices in modes m '= n to belong to the
selected subsets. This can also be written as a rank-
(P1, P2, ..., PN) Tucker representation:

Y = !W; C(1)W†
(1), C(2)W†

(2), ..., C(N)W†
(N)". (17)

Observe that for N = 2 this model simplifies
into the CUR matrix case, Y = CUR, where
C(1) = C, C(2) = RT , and the core matrix is
U = !W; W†

(1), W†
(2)" = W†WW† = W†. Fig. 11

illustrates an efficient strategy for the selection
of suitable fibers, only requiring access to a par-
tial (small) subset of entries through identifying
the entries with maximum modulus within single
fibers [82]. The following examples illustrate how
the FSTD algorithm can be applied to real world
signals:

Example 4: Efficient computation of high-
resolution spatial-time-frequency patterns in
brain signals. The multichannel Electroen-
cephalography (EEG) and Electrocorticography
(ECoG) recordings are analyzed in a meaningful
transform domain (Channel-Time-Frequency), and
are represented by a 3-way tensor Y ! RI"J"K

obtained by applying the Complex Morlet Wavelet
(CMW) Transform to every data channel (see Fig. 9
(top)). For practical reasons, we must compute the
CMW on a very small set of points, for example,
on a (J " K) grid with J = K = 10; this results in
time-frequency patterns with poor resolution [73].
Fig. 9 (middle) shows that the FSTD algorithm
produces very high resolution time-frequency
patterns with marginal computation effort, and
with small memory resources, since CMW is
computed only at a few entries of the grid.

Example 5: Reconstruction of a 3D brain image
tensor from a subsets of its fibers. Fig 10 shows
an original (256" 256" 100) Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI) recording of a human brain, and
its approximations based on subsets of fibers. The
sets of fibers were selected adaptively, without
sampling the entire tensor, as is the very core of
the FSTD algorithm [82].
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Figure 9. Application of FSTD to compute high-definition
time-frequency (T-F) patterns of ECoG recordings of a monkey.
The T-F patterns were computed on 1.1 sec time windows
sampled at Fs = 1 kHz [73]. (bottom) The FSTD provides an
approximation which is very close to the optimal Tucker model
computed by using the Tucker-ALS algorithm [89].

E. Multiway Component Analysis Using Constrained
Tucker Decompositions

In real world scenarios, latent (hidden) compo-
nents have various structurally complex proper-
ties, diversities and features; true unknown hidden
components are seldom all orthogonal or statis-
tically independent, and such assumptions make
often the interpretation of components difficult.
For example, real-valued data are often nonneg-

Original Tensor

Rank-(99,88,74) FSTD
Reconstruction

PSNR=34dB

Selected !bers
Sampling Ratio = 48%

Selected !bers
Sampling Ratio = 11%

Rank-(30,41,37) FSTD
Reconstruction

PSNR=27dB

Figure 10. Application of the FSTD to a 3D brain imaging
dataset (MRI).

ative (spectra, pixel intensities, frequency counts)
and only one single criterion, like SVD or ICA, is
bound to fail to extract all the desired components
or to obtain their correct interpretations. Instead,
we need to apply a fusion of strategies through
employing several suitably chosen criteria and the
associated CA learning algorithms, to extract all
the desired components in specific modes [14],
[28]. These reasons suggest to consider MWCA
based on the Tucker-N model, which exploits mul-
tiple criteria or diversities to component matrices
in various modes, rather than relying only on
orthogonality (SVD) or statistical independence
(ICA); this is a natural and simple extension of
multilinear SVD and/or multilinear ICA [67].

There are two possible approaches to interpret
and implement constrained Tucker decomposi-
tions for MWCA. In the first scenario, the columns
of the component matrices B(n) represent the
desired components or latent variables, and the
core tensor G represents some kind of a “mixing
process”. More precisely, the core tensor models
the links among the components from different
modes, while the data tensor Y represents a col-
lection of 1-D or 2-D mixing signals. In the second
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scenario, the core tensor represents the desired
(but unknown hidden) N-dimensional signal (e.g.,
3D MRI image or 4D video), and the component
matrices represent specific transformations, e.g.,
time-frequency transformations or wavelets dic-
tionaries (mixing or filtering processes). In this
case, the data tensor Y represents the observed
N-dimensional signal, which may be transformed
or compressed, depending on the specific applica-
tions.

One approach to implement MWCA would be
to estimate the desired components by minimizing
a global cost function with suitable penalty and
regularization terms:

DF
)
Y||Ŷ

*
=

$$$Y # G "1 B(1) · · ·"N B(N)
$$$

2

F

+ !
n

#nDn(B(n)), (18)

where #n - 0 are penalty coefficients and Dn(B(n))
are penalty terms, these are added to enforce
desired characteristics of the components. In prin-
ciple, such constrained optimization leads to pe-
nalized ALS algorithms, which allows us to find
the component matrices B(n) and the associated
core tensor. However, the method involves heavy
computations and is very time consuming to run
[6], [12].

A more pragmatic approach would be to em-
ploy sequential unfolding, together with dimen-
sionality reduction in each mode followed by CA,
to estimate desired components in each mode. The
extracted component matrices B(n) may have the
same or different diversities in each mode and
are assumed to be essentially unique (neglecting
scaling and permutation ambiguities), assuming
that a suitable CA which provides a unique de-
composition is applied [67].

In summary, MWCA based on the Tucker-N
model can be computed directly in 2 steps: (1)
for n = 1, 2, . . . , N perform model reduction and
unfolding sequentially and apply a suitable set of
CA/BSS algorithms to reduced unfolding matrices
Ỹ(n), on the basis of some a priori knowledge
about the components. In each mode we can apply
different criteria, constraints and algorithms; (2)
Compute the core tensor using e.g., the inversion
formula: +G = Y "1 B(1)† "2 B(2)† · · · "N B(N)†.
This step is very important because core tensors
illuminate links among the components in differ-
ent modes.

The unfolding matrices YT
(n) ! RIn̄"In and bases

matrices An = $k '=nB(k) ! RIn̄"Rn are usually
very large-scale (very tall) matrices with In̄ / In

and In - Rn. Fortunately, we do not need to


 







Figure 11. Illustration of FSTD applied to MWCA based on
fiber sampling of a 3-way tensor. Note that on one hand, the
columns of Y(n) are sampled from the fibers of the original
data tensor Y, while on the other hand, we assume that
these columns/fibers are linear combinations of the columns
of factors B(n)). We can thus run various CA/BSS algorithms
(optionally, with truncated SVD) on the sampled fibers directly
to estimate component matrices B(n).

perform explicit unfolding of the full data tensor;
instead, we may apply fast sampling of fibers
(columns) of data tensors (see Fig. 11) [82] or
any alternative model reduction technique, like
the truncated SVD decomposition for large-scale
problems. The estimation of the unknown number
of components in each mode Rn it is still an open
issue and has been recently studied for tensor
decompositions [25], [90].

F. Tensor and Multidimensional Compressed Sensing

The Compressed Sensing (CS) technology [91],
[92] allows us to reconstruct compressible signals
from measurements whose number is significantly
much lower than the size of the original signal.
Given a one-dimensional signal z ! RM, CS as-
sumes so called K-sparse representation in some
basis W ! RM"M, i.e., z = Wx with ||x||0 , K.
We have no access to the whole signal z, but
have available a set of I << M linear random
projections obtained as y = #z = #Wx = Bx,
where # ! RI"M is the sensing matrix and B =
#W. Thus, the standard CS problem boils down
to solving uniquely an undetermined system of
linear algebraic equations, with suitable sparsity
constraints imposed on vector x.

Recently, the generalization of CS to higher di-
mensions datasets (tensors) has been proposed by
exploiting the Kronecker structure of the Tucker-
N decomposition (see Eq. 12) [66], [93]. Formally,
given an N-way tensor Z ! RM1"M2"···"MN a
multiway sparse representation is obtained by
applying a Tucker-N decomposition Z *= X "1
W1 "2 W2 "3 · · · "N WN , where the core tensor
X ! RK1"K2"···"KN with Kn - Mn is sparse and
Wn are special transform matrices (dictionaries) in
each mode, typically wavelet transform matrices.
Such a decomposition in its vectorial form has a K-
sparse representation in a Kronecker basis, i.e., z =
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vec(Z) = (WN $ WN#1 $ · · ·$ W1)x (x = vec(X))
with ||x||0 , K. By using a global sensing matrix
with a Kronecker structure # = #N $ #N#1 $
· · ·$ #1, we obtain a large-scale linear system of
algebraic equations with factor matrices B(n) =
#nWn (n = 1, 2, . . . , N). This large set of algebraic
equations with the Kronecker structure and spar-
sity constraints can be solved using the Kronecker-
OMP algorithm, a generalization of the classical
Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP) algorithm for
vectors [66]. Much more efficient algorithms can be
obtained by enforcing some structure or profile on
the sparse core tensor. For instance, in multiway
block-sparse representation of N-way tensors, by
taking realistic assumptions that non-zero-entries
are located within sub-tensors (blocks) of the core
tensor X, an efficient greedy algorithm called N-
BOMP (N-way Block Orthogonal Matching Pur-
suit) exploits not only the Kronecker structure
but also block-sparsity for large-scale tensor data.
The MATLAB implementation of the N-BOMP
algorithm is available from http://web.fi.uba.ar/
*ccaiafa/Cesar/N-BOMPdemo.html.

Example 6: Multiway Compressed Sensing
(CS) of 3D MRI images

Fig 12 (top) illustrates the sensing process for
a 3D MRI brain image tensor Z ! R256"256"100.
The original tensor Z was preprocessed by the 2D
separable Daubechies Wavelet Transform2 (DWT)
applied to every frontal slice, and truncating the
representation by keeping only the most signifi-
cant coefficients contained in a small 2D support
(i.e., given by a reduced set of indices for columns
and rows, as illustrated in Fig 12 (middle)). The ra-
tio between the available measurements and total
entries was approximately one third 146"146"100

256"256"100 =
0.325, a significant reduction of complexity in the
acquisition process. Standard “state-of-the-arts”
solutions to this large-scale problem such as OMP
[94] or SPGL1 [95] algorithms, when applied to the
vectorized tensor are too expensive, both in terms
of required memory and computation time [66].

VII. PERFORMANCE OF TENSOR

DECOMPOSITION (TD) ALGORITHMS - A
CHALLENGING AND OPEN PROBLEM

Despite empirical success, rigorous statistical
performance for tensor decomposition algorithms
are still in their infancy. One obstacle is that TDs
are often formulated as non-convex and/or non-
smooth optimization problems, implying no guar-
antee of convergence to global optimum. Also, the

2In this example we chose the DWT for the selection of the
orthogonal bases W1 and W2 but other alternative sparsifying
bases can be used.

Original Tensor
Measurement Tensor  

(compressed)

Measurement Tensor  
(compressed)

(72,85,100)-block-sparse
Core Tensor     

A large original tensor      is sampled by using sensing matrices 
     ,       in mode-1and mode-2, respectively.

The original tensor is reconstructed by using the core sparse tensor
and the corresponding Wavelet Transforms

(72,85,100)-block-sparse
      Core Tensor     

Reconstructed Tensor  

A block-sparse core tensor      is computed using N-BOMP algorithm
 given the measurement tensor      and factors (dictionaries)       .   

Results:

PSNR = 35dB
Comp. Time = 3 min.

Figure 12. Application of the N-way Block Orthogonal Match-
ing Pursuit (N-BOMP) algorithm to Multiway Compressed
Sensing of a large 3D brain MRI volume data set (256 " 256 "
100). (top) The sensing process multiplies every frontal slice
with random sensing matrices #1, #2 ! R146"256. (middle) The
(72, 85, 100)-block-sparse core tensor X"1 B(1) "2 B(2) is recov-
ered by applying the N-BOMP algorithm. (bottom) The original
tensor is reconstructed by using this sparse representation on
the known bases Wn (n = 1, 2, 3).

optimization problems are often ill-conditioned
and convergence can be slow, for example, if
the components of factor matrices are collinear.
Therefore, performance is practically evaluated
by Monte Carlo runs with different initial condi-
tions, while convergence analysis is evaluated via
number of iterations, running time, memory use
[42], [43]. In addition, some open issues regard-
ing discrepancies between matrix rank and tensor
rank (see [6]), making extensions of performance
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metrics of low-rank tensor approximations quite
challenging. This follows also from the fact that
determining the ranks of a higher-order tensor is
NP-hard and is often an ill-posed problem [12],
[64]. Due to this reason, we often use attempt
to formulate a problem as a convex optimization
problem and instead of multilinear rank we ap-
ply the mode-n rank for unfolding matrices Y(n),
which can be computed in a polynomial time
using the SVD [96].

Still, we can embark upon the existence of TD
solutions, to asses the convergence and stability
in the sense of their ability to consistently pro-
vide the same or similar solutions, possibly for
noisy data and different initial conditions, where
stability roughly means that small changes of the
tensor elements does not cause large changes in
the estimated factor matrices. For instance, for
CPD the stability is related with its uniqueness
has been investigated in [97] and recently in [98],
through the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) on
an unbiased estimation of the factor matrices given
a noisy observation of a data tensor. In [98], the
stability is studied in terms of a CRLB-induced
bound (CRIB) on squared angular deviation of
components (columns) of the factor matrices with
respect to their nominal values. Some insightful
closed-form expressions are derived only for ten-
sors of rank-1 and rank-2. This illustrates that
stability bonds for TDs can be considered within
the similar framework as those in classic signal
processing, but since TDs are only emerging in
statistical signal processing such bonds have only
been developed to solve special cases [97]–[99].
essential uniqueness of the CPD and, moreover,
for identifiability of each component of each factor
matrix separately.

VIII. EXTENDED TENSOR DECOMPOSITION

MODELS - FUTURE TRENDS

Recent advances in tensor decompositions in-
clude Block Term Decomposition (BTD) [71],
PARATREE [9], Tensor Train (TT) [74], [75], and
Kronecker decomposition models [30], [100]. Most
of these models can be represented or derived by
using the general model:

Y =
R

!
r=1

(Ar & Xr) (19)

Y0 =
R

!
r=1

(Ar $ Xr), (20)

where the tensors Wr and Hr have suitable dimen-
sion and structures. Note that the 2N-way sub-
tensors Ar &Xr and Ar $Xr actually have the same

!Y
+ +
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Figure 13. Illustration of fundamental Block Term De-
compositions (BTD) for a 3-way tensor Y ! RI"J"K: (Top)
Rank-(Lr, Lr, 1) BTD Y *= !R

r=1(ArBT
r ) & cr, note that matrices

Ar ! RI"Lr and Br ! R J"Lr may have different rank Lr for each
term. (Bottom) More general BTD model: Rank-(R1, R2, R3):
Y *= !R

r=1 Gr "1 Ar "2 Br "3 Cr (for simplicity we assumed that
all core tensors Gr ! RR1"R2"R3 have the same dimensions).

elements, but arranged differently. For example, if
Y = A &X and Y0 = A $X ,where A ! R J1"J2···"JN

and X ! RK1"K2···"KN , then yj1,j2,...,jN ,k1,k2,...,kN
=

y0k1+K1(j1#1),...,kN(KN#1).

The decomposition (19) has the Eckhart-Young
optimality property in the sense that the truncated
sum !K

k=1(Ak & Xk) (with K < R) is the solution to
the k-term approximation problem:

min
Ãk,X̃k

.Y #
K

!
k=1

(Ãk & X̃k).
2
F . (21)

The model (19) is the basis for the recursive Tensor
Train (TT)-decomposition [74], [75] which is based
on decomposing the factor tensors Wr and Hr .

Assuming that Ar = ArBT
r with Ar ! RI"Lr and

Br ! R J"Lr and Hr = cr ! RK, we obtain a rank-
(Lr , Lr, 1) BTD for 3-way data tensor Y ! RI"J"K,

while assuming that Ar = !R
r=1 a

(1)
r & a

(2)
r & · · · &

a
(P)
r and Xr = c

(1)
r & c

(2)
r & · · · & c

(K)
r , we obtain rank-

(Lr& rank-1) BTD [44]. In this way, a large variety
of tensor decomposition models can be generated.
However, only some of them have unique de-
compositions and to date only a few have found
applications. Particulary promising and perspec-
tive are Block Term Decompositions (BTDs) (also
called Block Component Decompositions -BCD)
which have already found application in blind
source separation and wireless communications
[71], [101]. The BTD models can be considered
as a sum of basic sub-tensor decompositions (see
Fig. 13). Each basic subtensor in this sum has
the same kind of matrix or tensor factorizations
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or decomposition (e.g., Tucker-2 or Tucker-3 de-
compositions), and the corresponding components
have a similar structure (regarding dimensions,
sparsity profile and constraints), as illustrated in
Fig. 13.

The BTD model with rank-(Lr, Lr , 1) has been
recently applied for BSS and in telecommunica-
tion applications. This decomposition is essen-
tially unique if the matrices [A1, A2, . . . AR] and
[B1, B2, . . . BR] are full column rank and the matrix
C = [c1, c2, . . . , cR] does not contain collinear
columns admitting computation via generalized
eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD). The advantage
of BTD and PARATREE models over CPD is that
the additive terms are more general than rank-
1 tensors, and hence allow us to model more
complicated data structures [101].

Example 7: Applications of nonnegative
CPD and BTD for classification and
clustering of faces. Faces with different
profiles and illuminations from the ORL data
base http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/research/dtg/
attarchive/facedatabase.html were analyzed and
clustered based on ten different images of each
of 40 distinct subjects. For some subjects, the
images were taken at different times, varying
the lighting, facial expressions (open/closed
eyes, smiling/not smiling) and facial details
(glasses/no glasses). Fig. 14 shows haw the faces
were organized in the form of 3-way tensors
and decomposed to extract features. Full-rank
basis images explained more complex structures
related to global structures, while these bases
were estimated by matrix factorizations such
as NMF. Basis images with different ranks can
explain structures with different complexity levels
to yield local and global features. The BCD gives
us ability to estimate such flexible bases. With the
same number of features, BCD approximated data
better than the CPD and NMF (see some example
faces reconstructed by 10 bases estimated by CPD
in Fig. 14. Clustering accuracy for the first 100
faces in the ORL face dataset reveals that BCD
outperformed CPD and NMF. All models extract
10 features.

A. Kronecker Tensor Decomposition Model

Given an N-dimensional tensor Y of size I1 " I2

" · · · " IN , find tensors Ar, Xr, r = 1, . . . , R such
that (see Figure. 16)

Y (
R

!
r=1

Ar $ Xr. (22)

where Xr are of size Kr1 " Kr2 " · · ·" KrN, and
Ar of dimensions Jr1 " Jr2 " · · · " JrN such that
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Figure 14. Clustering and classification of the ORL face
dataset by different feature extraction tensor decompositions
models with nonnegativity constraints imposed on the compo-
nents. Complexity of basis images is varied according to their
ranks. Rank-1 basis images express only local structures and are
extracted by CPD. Clustering accuracy for the first 100 faces in
the ORL face dataset in reveals that BCD outperforms CPD and
NMF. All methods extract 10 features. Scatter plot is shown for
BCD-based extracted features for Lr = 19, R = 10.

In = Jrn Krn [100]. Symbol “$00 denotes the Kro-
necker tensor product of two tensors [100] A =
[aj] and B = [bk] which is defined as an N-D

tensor C = [ci ] ! RI1"I2"···"IN , i = [i1, i2, . . . , iN ],
In = JnKn such that ci = aj bk, j = [j1, j2, . . . , jN ],

k = [k1, k2, . . . , kN ], in = kn + (jn # 1)Kn. In
general, the Kronecker tensor decomposition often
needs additional constraints imposed on Xr and
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(a) Lena image
(512 " 512 " 3)

(b) 40% missing
data.

(c) Recovered
data with 40%
missing data,
MSE = 24.6 dB.

(d) 70% missing
data.

(e) Recovered
data with 70%
missing data,
MSE = 19.8 dB.

(f) 90% missing
data.

(g) Recovered
data with 90%
missing data,
MSE = 14.7 dB.

Figure 15. Illustration of tensor completion for a high resolution colored Lena image of size 512" 512" 3 (represented by 3-way
tensor). Pixels of the color image were randomly assigned to missing data with a missing data rate of 40%, 70% and 90%. The
Kronecker tensor decomposition approximates the missing image Y by minimizing the cost function .W ! (Y # !r Ar $ Xr).

2
F,

where the indicator tensor W with binary values {0, 1} determines missing or faulty pixels. Eleven patterns Xr with different
sizes were estimated, with the largest patterns of size 8 " 8 " 3. Finally, missing entries were then filled in by the reconstructed
tensor.
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Figure 16. Illustration of Kroncecker tensor decomposition for
a 3-way tensor Y ! RI"J"K and special cases of BTD models.

Ar to enforce uniqueness such as orthogonality,
nonnegativity, independence. In other words, by
using the background physics to constrain all Ar
and Xr, we can sequentially estimate Ar and Xr.
When all Xr have the same dimension, Ar and Xr

can be estimated from the Kronecker unfolding of
Y [100]. In other cases, Ar and Xr which have the
same dimension are estimated while fixing other
ones.

Most of tensor decomposition models can be
represented or derived from the Kronecker tensor
decomposition when changing structures of Ar
and Xr.

• Ar are rank-1 tensor of size I1 " I2 " · · ·" IN ,
and Xr are scalars, )r, (22) expresses the rank-
R CPD.

• Ar are rank-Lr CP tensor of size I1 " I2 "
· · · " IP " 1 " · · · " 1, and Xr are rank-1 CP
tensor of size 1" · · ·" 1" IP+1 " · · ·" IN , )r,
(22) expresses the rank-(Lr & 1) BTD (see next
subsection).

• Ar are rank-Lr CP tensor and Xr are rank-Mr

CP tensor, +Yp are rank-Lr Mr CPD tensors.
• Ar and Xr are Tucker tensor, +Yp are Tucker

tensors.
• Ar and Xr can also expressed by Kronecker

tensor decomposition, we have nested Kro-
necker tensor decomposition where Tensor
train is a particular case.

Example 8: Reconstruction tensor with missing
values – tensor completion. Missing values are
common in the field of signal processing due
to different reasons, malfunction of one or more
sensors, irregular measurements intervals between
samples or large errors 9outliers). A common tech-
nique is to define an “indicator” tensor W of
the same dimension as a data (observed) tensor
Y, which determines which tensor elements are
available (observed). The data is then replaced
by W ! Y (In other words, missing values are
replaced by zero) in a cost function and available
algorithms can be used. (See self explanatory Fig.
15).

IX. TENSOR CANONICAL CORRELATION

ANALYSIS

The Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA), in-
troduced by Hotelling (1936), can be considered
as a generalization or extension of PCA and deter-
mines a relationship between two sets of variables.
Given two zero-mean data sets X ! RI"N and Y !
RI"M over the same set of I observations, CCA
seeks linear combinations of the variables in X and
the variables in Y that are maximally correlated
with each other. Formally, the classical (matrix)

CCA computes two projection vectors w
(1)
x =

w1 ! RN and w
(1)
y = w2 ! RM that maximize

correlation between canonical vectors defined as:
t1 = Xw1 and u1 = Yw2. The standard CCA
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can be formulated equivalently as the constrained
optimization problem: maxw1,w1{(w

T
1 XTYw2)2},

subject to wT
1 XTXw1 = wT

2 YTYw2 = 1.
An important modification - sparse CCA

uses suitable sparsity constraints on the
canonical vectors, for example, by applying
the Penalty Matrix decompositions approach
maxw1,w2{(w

T
1 XYTw2)2} subject to ||w1||22 ,

1, ||w2||22 , 1, ||w1)||1 , c1, ||w2||1 , c2, which
can be solved by the generalized eigenvalue
problem [102].

Remark: Since the data are standardized, the co-
variance matrices XTX and YTY are approximated
by identity matrices [102], and consequently the
constraints wT

1 XTXw1 , 1 and wT
2 YTYw2 , 1

may be replaced by ||w1||22 , 1 and ||w2||22 , 1,
respectively.

In order to compute multiple canonical vectors
we need to apply a suitable deflation technique to
the covariance matrix, for example, we can com-

pute the vectors w
(r)
x and w

(r)
y for r = 1, 2, . . . , R

by applying sparsity criteria to the data sets:

C(r+1) = C(r) # (w(r) T
x C(r)w

(r)
y )w(r)

x w
(r) T
y , where

C(1) = XYT .
The concept of standard (matrix) CCA is natu-

rally extended to tensor (higher-order) CCA mod-
els [103], [104] by considering standardized ten-
sors X ! RI1"I2···"IN and Y ! RK1"K2"···"KM , with
common first mode I1 = K1 = I; we can assume
without loss of generality that the fibers in mode-1
are standardized to zero mean and unit variance.
The aim is to find projection vectors w

(n)
x ! RIn

and w
(m)
y ! RKm such that the canonical vectors,

defined as t1 = X"̄2w
(1)
x "̄3w

(2)
x · · · "̄Nw

(N#1)
x !

RI1 and u1 = Y"̄2w
(1)
y "̄3w

(2)
y · · · "̄Mw

(M#1)
y !

RI1 , are maximally correlated, subject to suitable

constraints, typically ||w(n)
x ||2 , 1 and ||w(m)

y ||2 ,
1.
Such set of projection vectors are found from the
following optimization problem:

max
w

(p)
1

{(C"̄1w
(1)
1 "̄2w

(1)
2 · · · "̄Pw

(1)
P )2}, (23)

s.t. ||w(1)
p ||2 , 1, ||w(1)

p ||1 , c1,

where the cross-product of two tensors
is defined as C = COV(1,1)(X Y) !
RI2"I3"···"IN"K2"K3"···"KM , with entries
ci2,...iN ,k2,...,kM

= !I
i=1 xi,i2,...iN

yi,k2,...,kM
(note

that the tensor C has order P = N + M # 2),

and w
(1)
p = w

(p)
x for p = 1, 2, . . . , N # 1 and

w
(1)
p = w

(p#N+1)
y for p = N, N + 1, . . . , P. This

optimization problem can be solved by the Power
Method [48].
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Figure 17. Illustration of a basic PLS model. X is a matrix
of predictors, Y the response matrix, P and Q are loading
matrices for the predictor and response with corresponding
T and U ( TD component matrices, and matrices E and F
are the corresponding error terms. The objective is to perform
approximative decompositions of the matrices by imposing ad-
ditional orthogonality and optional sparsity and regularization
constraints.

X. HIGHER ORDER PLS

The Partial Least Squares (PLS) methods gen-
eralizes the concept of regression, and are par-
ticularly suitable for the analysis of relationships
among multi-modal data [102]. The two related
basic PLS methods are: (1) PLS correlation (PLSC),
which analyzes correlations or (associations) be-
tween two or more sets of data (e.g., two modali-
ties brain data or brain and behavior data) and (2)
PLS regression methods, which attempt to predict
one set of data from another independent set of
data that constitutes the predictors, e.g., predict
experimental behavior data from brain data such
as multichannel ECoG) [73], [102].

The PLS regression simultaneously decomposes
training data sets: X ! RI"N and Y ! RI"M

into components (T = [t1, t2, . . . , tR] ! RI"R, P =
[p1, p2, . . . , pR] ! RN"R and U = [u1, u2, . . . , uR] !
RI"R, Q = [q1, q2, . . . , qR] ! RM"R, in the follow-
ing approximate way:

X = T PT + E =
R

!
r=1

tr pT
r + E, (24)

Y = U QT + F =
R

!
r=1

ur qT
r + F, (25)

so that the constraint that these components ex-
plain as much as possible of the covariance be-
tween X and Y [102], [105]. In order words, the
ide behind basic PLS algorithms is to maximize
covariance between the components vectors tr and
ur as max{g(tT

r ur)}, )r, subject to suitable con-
straints (typically, orthogonality sparsity), where
the function g(·) may take different forms, such
as the identity, the absolute value or the square
function.
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To predict the response variables (represented
by the matrix Y) from the independent variables
X, the standard PLS regression techniques find a
set of common orthogonal latent variables (also
called latent vectors, score vectors or components)
by projecting both X and Y onto a subspace
which ensures maximal correlation between the
latent variables of X and Y. Upon finding the
relationships between the components, those are
used to predict the dependent variables Ynew in
new situations, if the values of the corresponding
independent variables Xnew are available: Tnew =
Xnew[PT]†, Ynew ( TnewDQT .

Remark: The main difference between PLS and
CCA is that the CCA maximizes the correlation
while the PLS maximizes the covariance between
canonical vectors. In PLS the primary objective
is to estimate matrices T and U, while in the
CCA we estimate only projection matrices Wx

and Wy. Thus, PLS and CCA are similar for the
standardized data.

The concept of standard (matrix) PLS has been
recently extended to multiway (higher-order PLS)
models by using data tensors X ! RI1"I2"···"IN

and Y ! RK1"K2"···"KM , with I1 = K1 = I (see
Fig. 18) instead of matrices [72], [73]. The HOPLS
model in its most general form uses the following
constrained Tucker decompositions (see Fig. 18):

X = GX "1 T "2 P(1) · · ·"N P(N#1) + E

Y = GY "1 U "2 Q(1) · · ·"N Q(N#1) + F,

upon applying BTD models, it takes the form:

X =
R

!
r=1

G
(r)
X "1 tr "2 P

(1)
r · · ·"N P

(N#1)
r + E

Y =
R

!
r=1

G
(r)
Y "1 ur "2 Q

(1)
r · · ·"N Q

(N#1)
r + F,

The optimization problem of finding unique de-
compositions that maximize the covariance be-
tween components tr and ur for each index r can
be solved via standard HOSVD or HOOI. The
extraction of components (latent variables) tr and
ur is usually performed sequentially, i.e., one by
one, using deflation.

The HOPLS models and algorithms have been
proven to be particularly powerful for strongly
collinear data and for underdetermined indepen-
dent data (i.e., more variables than observations)
[105], since the HOPLS is robust to noise and the
selection of the number of components and offers
better interpretability of components than stan-
dard PLS methods [73], as shown in the following
example.
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Figure 18. Illustration of a Higher Order PLS model for
3-way tensors using BTD models. The objective is to per-
form approximative decompositions of the independent tensor
X *= GX "1 T(1) "2 P(2) "3 P(3) ! RI1"I2"I3 and dependent
tensor Y *= GY "1 U(1) "2 Q(2) "3 Q(3) ! RK1"K2"K3 , with
I1 = K1 = I , by imposing additional constraints on factor
matrices, specifically components in the factor matrices T(1) =
[t1, t2, . . . , tR1

] ! RI"R1 and U(1) = [u1, u2, . . . , uR1
] ! RI"R1

are maximally correlated, in the sense that the covariances
between all components are maximized, i.e., max{uT

r tr}, )r.
It should be noted that the core tensors are sparse and nonzero
elements have block-structures.

Example 9: Decoding 3D movement trajectory
from ECoG signals. The movement of monkeys
was captured by an optical motion capture sys-
tem with reflective markers affixed to the left
shoulder, elbows, wrists and hand, thus the re-
sponse data was naturally represented as a 3th-
order tensor (i.e., time " 3D positions " markers).
The possibility of ECoG-based decoding of 3D
hand trajectories was demonstrated by means of
classical PLS regression3, which can be applied to
predict the movement trajectories corresponding
to each marker individually, however, in this way
the mutual information among the four markers
would not be used. Using HOPLS, the predictors
are naturally represented as a higher-order tensor
(i.e., channel " time " frequency " samples), en-
abling us to create a regression model between two
higher-order tensors, and apply it for complex and
the demanding movement trajectories based only
on ECoG signals. The results from HOPLS and PLS
are shown in Fig. 19, illustrating the significant
improvements obtained by HOPLS over PLS.

3The datasets and more detailed description are freely avail-
able from http://neurotycho.org
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Figure 19. (top) Observed trajectories and the trajectories
predicted by HOPLS and standard PLS. (middle) 3D and 2D
visualizations of the prediction achieved by applying HOPLS.
(bottom) Performance comparisons for the movement of elbow,
wrist and hand.

A. Linked Multiway Component Analysis (LMWCA)
for Multi-block Tensor Data

Group analysis or multi-block data analysis
seeks to identify links between hidden compo-
nents. In many scenarios links or relationships
need to be considered to analyze the variability
and consistency of the components across multi-
block data sets. This offers us enhanced flexibility:
some components do not need to be necessar-
ily statistically independent, and can be sparse,
smooth, orthogonal or non-negative (e.g., for spec-
tral components). Additional constraints can be
used to estimate identical or maximally correlated

(e.g., across experiments or multi-block data sets)
components with regard to their spatial distribu-
tions, spectral, or temporal patterns.

Some emerging applications involve the analy-
sis of high-dimensional data collected for a given
set of experimental measurements under the same
or very similar conditions. For example, in brain
computer interface (BCI) experiments a set of EEG
signals are recorded for different subjects over
many trials and under the same experiment con-
figuration and mental tasks. Such data are nat-
urally linked, that is, they share some common
latent (hidden) components but also can have their
own independent features.

The linked multiway component analysis
(LMWCA) is formulated as a set of approximative
decompositions of a set of data tensors
Y(k) ! RI1"I2"···"IN , (k = 1, 2, . . . , K) (see
Fig. 20):

Y(k) = G(k) "1 B(1,k) "2 B(2,k) · · ·"N B(N,k), (26)

where each factor (component) matrix B(n,k) =

[B(n)
C , B

(n,k)
I ] ! RIn"Rn comprises of two sets of

components: B
(n)
C ! RIn"Cn (with 0 , Cn , Rn),

which are common for the all available blocks and
correspond to the identical or maximally corre-

lated components, and B
(n,k)
I ! RIn"(Rn#Cn), which

are generally different independent processes. For
example, these correspond to individual character-
istics independent of stimuli/tasks. The objective

is to estimate the common components B
(n)
C , in-

dependent components B
(n,k)
I , noise and the most

important interactions between them (in different
modes) via the core tensors G(k) for k = 1, 2, . . . , K
and n = 1, 2, . . . , N.

If B(n,k) = B
(n)
C ! RIn"Rn for all modes n,

then the problem simplifies to generalized Com-
mon Component Analysis or Population Value
Decomposition (PVD) [15], [84]. To solve such
simplified problems we can concatenate all data
tensors along this mode, and perform standard
Tucker or CP tensor decompositions.

In a more general case, when the number of
common components is unknown, with Cn < Rn,
we can perform the unfolding of each data tensor
Y(k) in each mode, and solve constrained opti-
mization problem:

min
K

!
k=1

.Y
(k)
(n) # B

(n)
C A

(n,k)
C # B

(n,k)
I A

(n,k)
I .F

+ fn(B
(n)
C ),

(27)

where fn denotes the penalty terms which im-
pose additional constraints on common compo-
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Figure 20. (top) A multi-block tensor decompositions
for linked MWCA (especially, linked Multilinear ICA). The
objective is to find the constrained core tensors G(k) !
RR1"R2"R3 and factor matrices B(n,k) = [B(n)

C , B
(n,k)
I ] !

RIn"Rn , with B
(n)
C ! RIn"Cn and B

(n,k)
I ! RIn"(Rn#Cn) for

(n = 1, 2, 3), which are partially linked and maximally cor-
related, i.e., they have as many as possible common compo-
nents (orthogonal, independent, sparse, non-negative). (bot-
tom) An alternative model using BTD which exploits the

model Ȳ *= !K
k=1

!
G(k) "1 B(1,k) "2 B(2,k) · · ·"N B(N,k)

"
, where

Ȳ = !K
k=1 Yk.

nents B
(n)
C in order to extract unique and desired

components. In a special case of orthogonality
constraints, the problem can be transformed to a
generalized eigenvalue problem and solved by the
power method [106]. The key point is to assume

that common factor submatrices B
(n)
C are present

in all multiple block data and hence reflect struc-
turally complex (hidden) latent and intrinsic links
between them.

The linked MWCA model provides a framework
that is quite flexible and quite general, and thus
supplements currently available techniques for
group ICA and feature extraction for multi-block
data. Moreover, the tensor decomposition model
can be considered as an extension of a multiway

Canonical Correlation Analysis (MCCA), and/or
higher order Partial Least Squares, in which we
can impose additional constraints to factor matri-
ces (or subsets of components) and/or core ten-
sors.

The LMWCA methods are designed for blocks
of K tensors, where dimensions naturally split into
in several different modalities (e.g., time, space
and frequency). In this sense it is a multi-block
multiway CA method, which attempts to estimate
both common and independent or uncorrelated
components, and is a natural extension is a mul-
tistage PCA, group ICA, group NMF, and Higher
Order PLS methods.

Example 10 Feature extraction and classifica-
tion of objects using MWCA. We analyze natural
objects included in the ETH-80 database. Details
about this database can be found at http://www.
d2.mpi-inf.mpg.de/Datasets/ETH80. As each cat-
egory contains ten different objects (although these
objects belong to the same category, they have
their individual features different from the other
objects in the same category), this database was
widely adopted to evaluate classifying methods. In
the LWCA scheme, we stack the images belonging
to a same category together to form 4-way tensors.
Then they are decomposed in a linked way in
order to extract their common features. For a
test sample, its label is specified as the category
whose common features match the new sample
best (evaluated by canonical correlations between
them). See Figure 21(a) for the diagram and [106]
for more details. Figure 21(b) show the comparison
results of LWCA with the KNN classifier, LDA
classifier over 50 Monte Carlo runs (As the number
of features is as high as 49,152, we used their 50
principal components as the features for the KNN
and LDA classifier). In each run the training set
was randomly regenerated according to the spec-
ified portion and the remainders formed the test
set. It can be observed that LWCA achieved much
higher accuracy, which shows the potential power
of LWCA in classification. Figure 21(c) shows the
confusion matrix for classification of a typical run
of LWCA.

Example 11 Application of Tensor Discrimi-
nant Analysis. Linear discriminant analysis (LDA)
has been widely used in classification. Unfortu-
nately it suffers from the undersample problem,
that is, if the size of training data is insufficient
or even less than the dimensionality of features,
which causes very ill-conditioned covariance ma-
trices of samples. This has been a big challenge
in discriminant analysis as nowadays high dimen-
sional data (samples) are more and more com-
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Figure 21. (a) The diagram of the LWCA in the classification
of color objects in the ETH-80 database. (b) The comparison
results of the LWCA. By exploiting the common features of
each class LWCA achieves favorable accuracy even the training
set is relatively small.

mon, for example, high-resolution color images,
videos, multi-channels data, etc. To achieve satis-
fying recognition accuracy, the size of the training
data should be extremely large, taking the dimen-
sionality of features into account. Unfortunately
it is not always realistic to increase the size of
training data. In this example we consider the
P300-based BCI system illustrated in Figure 22(a).
A total of 16 channels EEG signals were recorded,
15 temporal points were sampled per channel for
each response caused by each of the 8 flickering
stimulus (corresponding 8 commands). In other
words, the dimensionality of features wasF = 240.
To accomplish one stimuli it consumed 180ms
and generated one sample, and training for all

,

TABLE II
CONFUSION MATRIX FOR THE ETH-80 OBJECTS

CLASSIFICATION WITH THE ACCURACY

Apple Car Cow Cup Dog Horse Pear Tomato Acc.

Apple 205.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100%

Car 0.0 191.0 3.0 0.0 4.0 3.0 4.0 0.0 93%

Cow 0.0 4.0 147.0 0.0 25.0 29.0 0.0 0.0 72%

Cup 2.0 0.0 0.0 202.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 99%

Dog 0.0 1.0 8.0 0.0 167.0 27.0 2.0 0.0 81%

Horse 0.0 0.0 10.0 0.0 16.0 179.0 0.0 0.0 87%

Pear 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 205.0 0.0 100%

Tomato 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 205.0 100%
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Figure 22. Performance of tensorDA in EEG signals classifi-
cation. a) a P300-based BCI system. b) the comparison results
on our own experimental EEG data. c) The comparison results
for public available dataset II (subject B) of BCI competition III.
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8 commands with one single trial took about 11s
(ignoring the cue time before targets) while only
generated 64 samples. Consequently, increasing
the number of training data simply increases the
system calibration time which will depress the
system practicability [107]. Many methods have
been proposed to solve this problem and tensor
discriminant analysis is able to achieve the best
results. Figure 22(b) shows our experimental re-
sults achieved by applying tensor discriminant
analysis (tensorDA) compared with the state-of-
the-art methods which were developed for the
undersample problems in BCI study. Figure 22(c)
shows the performance when tensorDA was ap-
plied to the dataset II (subject B) of BCI compe-
tition III (http://www.bbci.de/competition/iii/).
From the experimental results we conclude that
tensor discriminant analysis is very promising for
the undersample problems (see [107]).

XI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

Tensor decompositions and Multiway Compo-
nent Analysis is a fascinating and perspective area
of research with plenty of potential applications
in multi-sensor signal processing and exploratory
data analysis of massive data sets. In this tuto-
rial we have addressed several important multi-
way latent variables models, including multilinear
(higher-order) SVD, ICA, NMF, CCA and PLS. Dif-
ferent approaches and methods have been unified
through constrained matrix/tensor factorizations
and penalized matrix/tensor decompositions, al-
lowing us to extract components and latent vari-
ables with some desired properties.

The scalability of tensor decompositions and
their ability to operate on very large datasets
have been highlighted, together with their roles
as natural generalizations of multivariate regres-
sion, blind source separation, sparse representa-
tion and coding, and data assimilation. The article
is supported by a comprehensive Matlab toolbox
TDALAB and a set of tensor decomposition algo-
rithms collected in the package ONIGIRI, available
from http://www.bsp.brain.riken.jp/

Several challenging problems remain to be ad-
dressed. First, theoretic and methodological ap-
proaches are needed to determine what kind of
optimal sets of constraints should be imposed
on components in each mode to extract desired
hidden (latent) variables with meaningful physical
interpretation. Second, we need a method to reli-
ably estimate the number of components in each
mode, especially for signals corrupted by noise
and outliers. Third, investigations of the unique-
ness of various tensor decompositions models and

optimality properties, or lack thereof, are needed
as this may lead to faster and/or more reliable
(consistent) optimizations procedures. Fourth, spe-
cial techniques are needed to save and process
huge ultra large-scale tensors which now occupy
tera-bytes, and will soon require peta-bytes of
memory. Fifth, better understanding of the geome-
try of tensors in high dimensional spaces and links
with statistics are necessary. Sixth, we need more
general statistical performance analysis of tensor
decompositions. Finally, better visualization tools
need to be developed to address large-scale tensor
decompositions.
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